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We are passionate about our place, The Coromandel 
and we are even more passionate about trails in this 
magnificent destination. Our belief is that a world-
class network of trails and cycling experiences will 
enhance our quality of living and well-being within 
our communities, grow the region’s economy and 
entice visitors from around the world to enjoy The 
Coromandel’s natural beauty.

Over the twelve months prior to June 2021, almost 
2.19 million trips were taken across the New Zealand 
Cycle Trail Rides network, with an estimated health 
benefit of $11 million resulting from cycle trail use, 
improved well-being, fitness and reconnection to 
the natural environment. More than $950 million 
was contributed directly to regions as a result of 
cycle trail users.*

The existing Hauraki Rail Trail and a strategic 
approach to connecting the visitor experience to 
this trail require further investigation. This is an 
important tourist opportunity and should be at 
the front of mind when considering the regional 
growth. However this proposal considers other trail 
personas and adventure trail riders alongside key 
towns that are currently not directly adjacent to 
the Hauraki Rail Trail, but may be complimentary 
via backcountry trails, offering additional places to 
visit, ride or experience when visiting or living in the 
Hauraki Coromandel region.

The value of the coastal location of The Coromandel 
trails should not be underestimated. This attribute 
provides three key market opportunities:

The complementary visitor market is a large visitor 
opportunity, as these visitors are a captive audience, 
already in the area. Catering to this market will 
require world-class beginner trails, safe access from 
urban hubs and excellent commercial servicing 
providing hire bikes, tours and related products.

The water sports / ride holiday market is smaller, 
yet very important given product availability in the 
current market. There are very few opportunities 
in the southern hemisphere to ride world-class, 
official mountain bike trails and to surf, fish or dive 
within the same immediate area. The Coromandel 
offers both of these experiences and this makes 
it an attractive proposition for visitors seeking to 
combine events.

Over the last five years the mountain bike sport 
image has shifted from extreme to a more 
encompassing adventure sport, bringing with 
it increased participation from beginner riders, 
families, children and females of all ages. The 
increase in accessibility via e bikes has reimagined 
riding from a wide perspective of participants.

In 2021 the average Great Rides visitor expenditure 
was calculated at $892.20 per visitor and an 18 per 
cent increase in visitor nights year on year*. The 
family-friendly riding holiday market is rapidly 
growing, with a growing female and youth rider 
market driving a strong interest in mountain bike 
family holidays. The Coromandel is very well-
positioned to capitalise on this market.

The mountain bike industry has seen exponential 
growth that has accelerated during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Almost 1,600 businesses across the 
Great Rides of New Zealand network provide more 
than 1,000 accommodation services and nearly 800 
food and beverage outlets. A further 350 businesses 
benefit from the packaging and promotion of their 
own products to trail users.*

While the Great Ride Data gives an overview and 
accountable, reliable data, the region’s existing 
bike parks and trails do not currently have access 
to user data as readily available as Great Ride Data. 
However a recent regional survey of local bike 
events (Whangamatā and Coromandel) calculated 
that 20 percent of event attendees spent over $300 
per day on expenses and more than $300 per night 
on accommodation with an average stay of more 
than three days.

So it is likely that the estimated $900 spend per 
rider per visit is within acceptable estimates in 
order to calculate estimated rider spend. The value 
of accessible forestry riding is also high. A forestry 
survey** of mountain biking found the collective 
value that repeat (local) forest users placed on 
mountain biking access to the forest in 2010 was 
approximately NZD 5 million per annum, which was 
greater than the annual timber revenue at the time 
of the study.

The Rotorua council in 2018 found that the Rotorua 
trails network had an estimated economic value of 
between 30-50 million annually with an estimated 
200 full time equivalent employees as a direct result 
of the trail network. A 2021 study found the total 
spend by mountain bike visitors was $139.8 milllion 
and around 853 jobs were supported by people 
whose primary main purpose of visiting was to bike. 

This study predicts spending by mountain bikers 
who visit to reach $213.4 million annually in the 
region by 2026.

Within an hour’s drive, Bike Taupō, a community 
group, was formalised in October 2002 to create  
community representation for Taupō cyclists. Since 
then, Bike Taupō has also taken on the building and 
maintaining of tracks across the Taupō region. The 
group has a dedicated committee of nine people 
who strive to provide the Taupō community with a 
voice for cycling, working alongside the council in 
promoting education and awareness and changes to 
infrastructure to encourage Taupō as being the most 
cycle-friendly town in New Zealand.

Eight years ago, the old tin-mining town of Derby in 
Tasmania, Australia was a ghost town but a move 
to construct some mountain bike trails helped 
to trigger an economic revival. The town is now 
booming and has been transformed into a world-
class biking destination. The average stay in Derby 
is five days, with most staying a further five days in 
Tasmania in other regions. As a result, more trails 
have been formed and are reaping the rewards of 
the regional trail network.

While 85 per cent of the visitors to the Coromandel 
are domestic visitors and will benefit from these 
trails, there is also the opportunity to capture 
international visitors if the trails are built and 
maintained to high standards and can compliment 
international events such as Crankworx Rotorura, 
the international Grinduro series and the first 
national ebike and food event, Cyclorama.

It is important to start with an understanding of 
where we are now, relative to where we want to go, 
before determining how we are going to get there. 
Effort and resources have been directed to feasibility 
and individual strategic projects in key towns and 
this does not seek to compete with or disregard 
those initiatives.

This framework works toward creating a regionally 
significant, collaborative, sustainable cycling 
destination and provides a set of ideas and actions 
to initiate change within cycling in the region.

WE ARE 
PASSIONATE 
ABOUT OUR PLACE

INTRODUCTION
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** See page 22 for references* See page 22 for references



SCOPE

The purpose of this document is to stimulate 
and facilitate collaboration by enabling positive 
outcomes with key stakeholders and partners to 
achieve these goals, using the following agenda: 

i)  Decide and confirm the agreed 
(off-road) cycle-based regional 
goals and objectives for the next 
ten years with the development of a 
master trails plan and regional trail 
management. 

ii)  Define what the priorities are and 
who will lead each initiative. 

iii)  Define what resources will be 
needed, how this will be facilitated 
and who will work together. 

iv)  Understand the timeline for  the 
next ten years and what the 
milestones and outcomes will be. 

Once completed, this framework will be 
used to support requests for funding and an 
implementation plan undertaken with stakeholders 
to ensure the project deliverables and progress is 
achieved within acceptable time frames. 

PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
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In 2018 an initial tracks and trails forum 
was hosted by Thames Coromandel District 
Council (TCDC) with a view to understand 
the community need for trails in the 
region. As a result of the 2020 forum the 
Coromandel Trails Collective was formed 
with the objective to enable community-
based groups to create, facilitate and 
maintain high quality community regional 
track and trail recreational assets to meet 
the needs of our communities, locals, 
visitors and environment.

ORIGIN/BACKGROUNDORIGIN/BACKGROUND

This proposed framework is considering off-road, recreational cycle trails and 
family-orientated bike recreation throughout the Hauraki Coromandel region. 
Commuter transport routes and safe cycling pathways are not included in this 
scope, but are considered to be integral in the planning and long-term access 
and sustainability of cycling in the region. They require an integrated, strategic 
alignment in order to facilitate safe access to trail heads and facilities, as well as 
safe links and the reduction of road capacity throughout the region, and should 
be aligned with council infrastructure responsibility. 

The Hauraki Rail Trail is not included in this scope, although it is considered an 
important part of the region’s cycle tourism, nor is this framework proposing 
extensions to this trail. 

The Coromandel Journey of Cycle 
 – Haerenga Pahikara

The name Haerenga Pahikara has been coined  
by the author as a working name, and symbolises 

the rider experiencing more than a bike ride as 
such. It is symbolic of the journey of life when one 
connects with The Coromandel environment. The 

rongo of the ngahere, the mana of the people 
and those before us. The pure joy that one can 

experience from simply riding through the bush 
with your eyes and ears open. Leaning in to 

courage when fear over takes.  
Cycling is not just about riding a bike, but it can  

be a metaphor of life, and this is what she  
wishes to portray and hopes for riders to  

experience on their own  
cycle journey.
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OUR VISION

OUR KEY PILLARS

PEOPLE

Improve the health and well-being of our communities 
and visitors by ensuring healthier lifestyle options and 
connecting New Zealanders back to the ngahere (forest).

PLACE

Create inclusive, resilient and sustainable communities 
whilst safeguarding and enhancing our natural 
heritage, biodiversity and ecology. We connect people 
to places with quality experiences that attract visitors 
from around the country and world.

PATHWAY 

Devise and implement policies to promote sustainable 
tourism that creates employment, business 
opportunities, enhances our environment, promotes 
local heritage, culture and creativity.

Working together, we focus on biking experiences 
that share our unique culture, protect our special 
environment and give back to our supportive locals. 

Collaboratively, our goal is to create a world-class trail 
network and experience that preserves and enhances 
the environment for our residents, visitors and all who 
experience them. We aim to increase the stewardship 
and value of trails and sustainably plan, deliver and 
resource the trail network and its ongoing development 
for future generations. 
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OUTCOMES
We would like to reach the following destination where  

we see these outcomes are achieved:

PEOPLE
PLACE

PA
TH
WA

Y

The Coromandel is explored more sustainably by connecting 
communities and showcasing our environment to become a 

nationally significant mountain bike destination by 2032.

40 by 4 within ten
Forty kilometres of 
shared trails accessible 
within ten minutes 
of cycling of primary 
hub centres – Thames, 
Coromandel Town, 
Whitianga, Whangamata.

A mobile, regional 
sustainable Trail 
Care Team
Local capability and 
capacity delivering 
innovative high-quality 
products.

400 by 2032AB 
(after bike) 

Four hundred kilometres 
of linked, epic recreational 

backcountry trails 
between primary hubs and 
outlying nodes with multi-

day adventure riding as 
the key experience. We 
link north to south and 

east to west by bike.

40 X 4
within

TEN

TRAIL
CARE
TEAM

400 
by  

2032AB
[after bike]



Successful regional outcomes are reliant 
on all stakeholders being in the same 
waka, paddling in the same direction and 
overcoming the big waves together as the 
storms blow through. For us to create The 
Coromandel as a nationally significant 
cycling destination, not everyone will be 
paddling their waka at the same speed. 
However, having the same end destination 
will enable teams to paddle efficiently and 
land without tipping out or getting waylaid 
by circular tide patterns.

In order to fulfil our outcomes and achieve our vision of becoming a regionally significant mountain biking 
destination, it is important to look at our past and present to fully understand our strengths, weaknesses 
and opportunities

A holistic view to create a nationally significant 
mountain bike destination 

OUTCOMES Past Present Future

PEOPLE: Individual and 
personal relationships

disconnected / 
competitive

under-resourced; 
connected to some 
relationships and 
environment

connection between human 
and environment; collaborative 
relationships; adequately resourced

Social & Cultural 
(organisational, 
community and cultural)

disjointed; 
competitive within 
sector; cultural 
misalignment

collaboration  
has begun

culturally significant areas; maintained 
regional capability; regional identity; 
cultural competency

PLACE: Physical 
Environment (spaces and 
places, infrastructure)

disjointed;  
under-resourced

awareness 
improving but  
under-resourced

enhanced social interaction and value 
through purpose-designed facility and 
infrastructure

PATHWAY: Policy 
(advocacy, regionally, 
national sector integrity)

non-engaged engaging; needing 
representation; 
lacking data; 
lacking regional 
strategy

regional implementation to ensure 
advocacy; data insight to inform 
regional and national decision making; 
ability to develop fit-for-purpose 
initiatives

STATE OF PLAY

experiences and the ability to tell a story and create 
recreational refuges close to urban hubs and peak 
holiday destinations. Geographically, the region’s 
forestry partners are crucial to the success of these 
recreational areas. Currently, there are minimal 
safe cycle access ways within the region, which 
affects access to and from recreational areas and 
the user experience.  

When planning the multi-day backcountry Hero 
Trail and associated links, we envisage that existing 
trail network utilisation will be considered. Access 
over these areas is largely within DOC-managed 
areas, Regional Council Land, or Forestry access. 
Land tenureship needs to be considered, and 
consultation with land owners both currently and 
in the future will be a key measure of success within 
the development of the Master Trail Plan and long-
term trail viability. 

Utilising smart planning and innovative mapping 
technology will decrease the impact to the 
environment during construction stage, improve 
resource utilisation and limit biodiversity 
disturbance while creating a uniquely Coromandel 
cycle experience. 

By considering and developing a regional strategy 
across the Hauraki Coromandel cycle experience, 
the region’s trail care and development becomes 
sustainable, significant and of a higher quality to 
the visiting rider target groups. 

Our existing towns of Coromandel, Whangamatā, 
Thames and Whitianga (considered primary 
hub towns) already have strong existing services 
particularly for food, beverage and accommodation 
services. The design and future development of 
connecting trail networks from these primary “hubs’’ 
to secondary “nodes” would actively disperse trail 
users during peak visitor times to other supporting 
secondary node towns. The associated economic 
growth to those secondary node towns such as 
Coromandel Town to Colville, or Whangamatā to 
Waihi reduces the infrastructure burden within the 
primary towns and spreads the economic load to the 
smaller rural areas, creating economic development 
opportunities between those links. 

By facilitating a ride-in, ride-out access (within ten 
minutes cycle from the centre) for hub towns and 
utilising smart planning of existing trails, these 
shared pathways will allow a multitude of rider 
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Iwi

Waikato 
Regional 
Council

Destination 
Hauraki 

Coromandel

Members including  
Bike Mercury Bay; Hauraki 
Handlebars; Kauaeranga 

River Trail; Maratoto Valley; 
Hikuai District Trust–Pauanui 
Tairua Trail; Pinnacle Riders 

Cycle Club; Ride Coromandel, 
Thames MTB and Whangamata 

Ridges Bike Park

Thames-
Coromandel 

District Council
Hauraki 
District 
Council

Department of 
Conservation 

(DOC)Local 
Community 

Boards

Community 
groups such as 

the Coromandel 
Trails collective

KEY PARTNERS

PRINCIPLES

Stakeholders who will need to be involved.



CURRENT 
STATE

A brief description of the current off-road cycle 
experience in The Coromandel.

What does a nationally-significant 
mountain bike destination look like?
Generally, the following key characteristics are desired 
within a recognised nationally-significant destination:

 | 80+km trail volume

 | Trails catering for grade 1 (easy/ green) to grade 6 
(extreme / double black diamond)

 | Capacity to host national and/or world-level 
events

 | High-quality, comprehensive trail signage system

 |  A high-quality entry gateway (quality signage, 
pump track etc.)

 | 300m+ elevation opportunity

 | Uplift / shuttle opportunity

 | High-quality natural environments with unique 
topographic features

 | Local bike store/s supporting the rider with 
support/whānau persons

 | Integrated charging stations at camp grounds and 
key points of multi day rides

 | An iconic / hero riding experience to attract 
visitors, celebrate and showcase the area

 | A minimum of two market-appropriate food outlets 
within a ten minute drive from trails.

 | Market-appropriate accommodation meeting 
demands during peak season

 | A funded, formal trail maintenance program with 
specific, trained human resources

 | Sustainable environmental management practices 
and social good initiatives.

The Hauraki Coromandel Region has the potential to 
become a region that is a nationally-significant 
destination, but does not currently have the capacity 
to host this at any one single town. The key hub towns 
are home to all uniquely different rider experiences and 
bike personas. As a region, we offer more than most other 
regions but have not had a regional approach to the 
destination from an off-road cycling perspective.

The region offers so much more than just a bike-ride visit, 
world class beaches, amazing diving, culture, biodiversity, 
food and fishing – it offers the opportunity to connect to 
the heart and soul through multiple recreational avenues.

Five days in The Coromandel with your bike is full of more 
than most will adventure in a lifetime.
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WHANGAMATĀ

Known as the region’s central area for surf culture, 
Whangamatā is now undergoing a transformation 
to a bike and surf destination. With high visitor 
population and close proximity to key towns such 
as Tauranga, Hamilton and Auckland, Whangamatā 
is only a short distance to most for a unique activity 
experience. 

The Whangamatā Ridges Bike Park has focused 
on becoming a gravity park with a structured trail 
centre and over 25 km of trails that lend themselves 
well to enduro format events. The area has a strong 
youth mountain bike development programme and 
school relationship as well as the desire to create 
pathways for international athletes in the future. 

The club ensures increased participation for those 
with limited access to cycling and this will grow 
in the future as resources allow. The park has the 
ability to be linked via back-country off-road trails 

and private land 
to the western 
side of the 
peninsula.

Since the club 
has invested in a 
higher level of safety 
and the re-generation of 
existing trails, the area has become well recognised 
within the national MTB network. 

Currently in an area of an operational forest, no 
long-term Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is 
in place as this will return to Iwi settlement within 
30 years. 

There is currently no safe cycleway access from 
town and the park borders the state highway. A 
high-end bike store was opened in 2022. 
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Five days in 
The Coromandel 
with your bike is 
full of more than 

most will adventure 
in a lifetime.



THAMES
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COROMANDEL TOWN

Ride Coromandel has developed a family-friendly 
mountain bike park with international standard 
pump track, flow and progression trails. Beginners 
through experienced riders can experience these 
trails with no membership fee. There is no formal 
club and a small volunteer base. The park was 
opened in 2021 by the Spirit of Coromandel Trust 
with the support of the community and many years 
of campaigning and fund raising through cycle and 
off road events. 

The Ride Coromandel Bike Park was built on 
an existing refuse site closed in 1995, under an 
memorandum of understanding agreement 
with TCDC. The cross-country trails have been 
constructed via Heritage NZ authorisation 
and DOC in conjunction with Te Patukirikiri 
Iwi, using Iwi land. It has developed good Iwi 
relations throughout the build, and has a strong 
conservation and community focus. The kauri 
forest is adjacent to the park planted by the Trust 
over 20 years ago. The park has created and 
installed the first kauri dieback bike-specific wash 
station with the view to protecting the kauri. The 
Ride Coromandel park was the 2022 Sport Waikato 
Outstanding Space Active Recreation Award Winner 
and continues to develop as resources allow. 

Ferry access from Auckland (a seasonal service 
using Hannaford Wharf) allows further bike-in  
access to Coromandel Town. There is a largely 
untapped diverse trail network via predator control 
trails and existing shared trails that have not 
been formally managed or linked. The town is the 
gateway to an 80 -100km gravel loop with 80 per 
cent of the ride along scenic coastlines.  

 Underdeveloped shared trail potential surrounds 
the area with longer back-country trails linking to 
the northern region and potentially across to other 
hub towns via Forestry-owned land. 
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Back-country trails are 
predominantly cross-country 
intermediate technical grades 
with adventure trails set in two 
grassroots trail centres: 

• Moanataiari which is close 
to Thames town and 

• Horitori in the popular 
Kauaeranga Valley

The Thames MTB club is currently 
initiating a 20km backcountry trail 
and working with DOC and TCDC. The trail 
location and geography is suited to e-bike day 
rides and as the starting point for links through to 
other back country experiences within the region. 
The club has small memberships, but highly 
motivated members delivering bike skill sessions 
in local schools and DOC summer programmes, 
despite limited funding resources. 

Links to the Hauraki Rail Tail and access through 
a variety of extended trails are possible, but via 
DOC land, and these would become back-country 
experiences. There are excellent linkages to the 
rest of the region’s iconic experiences with well-
connected town infrastructure close to large 
populations of other regional towns.
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The Mercury Bay Cycling Strategy was adopted in 
2019 to improve infrastructure to ensure cycling 
is a viable and safe transport choice, to support 
cycling as a quality recreation option and to 
facilitate the development of cycling experiences 
that stimulate economic growth. This is currently 
being undertaken. 

However, the off-road family bike park created on 
the edge of town has limited potential to expand 
due to surrounding land issues: it is adjacent 
to the operational Summit forest with limited 
access for recreational purposes. There are also 
Waikato regional biodiversity concerns within close 
proximity to the park on land that has previously 
been proposed as an alternative recreation area. 

WHITIANGA

1514

A scenic trail is being built along the banks 
of the Tairua river linking Pāuanui and 
Tairua. It has strong visitor numbers 
in summer months and is well used 
by walkers and bikers. Currently in 
stage 3 of the stage 4 construction 
phase, the vision is to connect eastern 
townships via a 25km cycleway. The 
areas are surrounded by forest and 
are popular for watersports. Tairua has 
recently added its own bike store. 

PĀUANUI AND TAIRUA

Authentic, epic back-country shared trails 
connected by DOC campgrounds and stunning 
coastlines with the opportunities to fish, dive, 
camp, surf and ride 120km of gravel trails pretty 
much sums up the Northern Coromandel. 

The area is a seasonal mecca for long-format bike 
packing and gravel riding, however it has limited 
safe access during high summer months due to the 
nature of the narrow roads, and high amount of 
vehicle use. The limited off road trails are suited to 
intermediate adventure seeking riders. This area is 
enhanced by well-managed DOC campgrounds and 
has the potential to become a gravel rider’s heaven 
as there are opportunities to connect private 
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landowner 
trails to 
further 
enhance the 
experience and 
create multiple 
back-country 
adventures. 

Colville is a smaller rural town with limited 
infrastructure and potential for small business 
growth, and the extension of the summer season 
would well support this region.  

Private landowners are supportive of trail 
development on their own land, within pockets. 

Alternative 
options 
for active 
recreation 
within a ten 
minute ride of 
Whitianga need 
to be addressed, 
as this is a key hub town 
that does not have appropriate cycling spaces 
appointed and is bounded by forestry as the only 
alternate recreational space which will experience 
non sanctioned access without appropriate 
engagement.  
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There are other smaller, linking trails and privately-
owned, off-road ventures that are in various stages 
of progress not specifically detailed, but these 
should be considered as key linking and feeder 
trails to wider connection and access. 

OTHER AREAS
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WAIHI – PAEROA
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This area is closely connected to the most 
popular section of the Hauraki Rail Trail. It 
is rich in DOC campgrounds and heritage 
experiences, cafes, events and infrastructure, 
with access to Tauranga, Rotorua and 
Hamilton. Local trails access historic experiences 
and have the ability to link into lower Thames 
and Whangamatā, making a multi day loop easily 
accessible from Auckland and Tauranga.
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Clear Leadership, 
Policy and Governance 
Structure

Develop and support a regional trail management governance team. Appoint local government trail officers or designated 
staff members (e.g. recreation planner or community development officer) to liaise with the trail management bodies 
regarding the development, promotion and management of trails in the Council / DOC areas representing all stakeholders

High D, C, I, CG, F, WRC , SW, DHC, B Human 

People Prepare a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) / agreement for each trail as required over the next ten years for relevant 
trails / recreation areas without a formal policy

High MOU created and signed with key partners Key stakeholders - Regional council; DOC; regional lead; other 
participating agencies depending on tenureship; WAMS  

People Allocate adequate resources to the various governance levels, to ensure required tasks can be carried out in a timely and 
appropriate manner 

High C, D, DHC Human

People Support further development of the cycling network, particularly within urban settings,  
by extending and improving cycling routes, providing links to public transport interchanges and establishing bicycle lanes 
along arterial roads via the regional council urban cycling strategy 

Medium C Capex 

People Consult with the local community and key user groups (e.g. through clubs and/or peak bodies) in the planning stage of 
regional trail development and/or upgrade projects and prioritisation

High GC, DHC Capex 

People Adopt relevant ‘code of conduct’ and develop local information about appropriate use for each regional trail in order to 
ensure consitent user experience & optimal engagement 

Medium 10% increase in out-of-region trail users CG - Regional Lead Operational RL 

People Uphold the Mana of Pare Hauraki whānau, hapū and Iwi through respect of the tino rangatiratanga (living according 
to tikanga, ensuring that resources are sustained for future generations, the all encompassing well-being of hapū and 
resources)

High Collaboration with Pare Hauraki, all stakeholders Human 

People Iwi engagement is collaborative following the principles outlined:                                                                             
- Kanohi ki te kanohi (Face to Face)  
- Rangatira ki te rangatira (Chief to chief) 
- Nā te kakano (From the seed)  
- Tuwhera, me te whai kiko (Open, meaningful) 
- Ki tai wiwi, ki taiwawa (Flexability)  
- Tikanga Māori (Protocol)  
- Ko te tūmanako (Transparent) 
- Mahia te whare (Foster capacity) 
- Whakatika te he (Accountability)   
- Kia tika te reo (Appropriate language)

High Development of  Iwi relationships with 
meaningful and respectful hui with the 
appropriate mana, no assumption of 
consensus 

CG, RL, I Human 

People Further develop and implement joint regional trail policy, procedure and guidelines, including standardised approaches 
to public liability, volunteer and stakeholder engagement, environmental impact assessment, sustainability plans, 
emergency/risk management, best practice trail construction and design techniques and classification. Create a 
centralised resource of infrastructure and knowledge for regional use

Medium Resource tool kit actively used and updated RL Operational RL 

People Increase the stewardship and value of trail network to local population. Remove the barriers to entry for women, girls 
and youth to actively recreate. Upskill, recruit and reward volunteers using innovation, streamlined processes and 
reconnecting people to the ngahere and community. 

Medium 5% increase in participation of volunteers 
and supporters in trail and cycling related 
activities

SW, CG, RL Capex per project 
(coaching, skills) 

Medium 15% increase in trail use by local population 
with average ride time 1.5 hours 

Remove the barriers to entry for women, girls and youth to actively recreate and is participant focused and accessible  
to all

Long Local initiatives led and delivered by locals 
across the region (e.g. Wahine on Wheels), 
and youth created and delivered events

People Enable a youth development pathway for mountain biking, free riding, cycling and trail stewardship to enable well-
being outcomes to be generated for young people in and through sport. Ensuring principals that support quality 
experiences regardless of ability or motivation, be safe, fair and inclusive. Encourage bold and courageous leadership and 
a collaborative, collective attitude. Encourage skill development regardless of ability. Encourage variety and offer talent 
identification pathways when appropriate.

Medium Increase in Voice of Rangitahi (Sport Waikato 
Active) in schools.  
10% increase in rates for women and 
girls actively participating in recreational 
mountain biking and cycling

CG, SW, RL Capex and Ongoing 
operational 

Pathway Create a regionally supported coaching mountain bike development programme to support skill and talent identification 
and development through Waikato sanctioned school events, summer programmes and Rangatahi and Wahine on Wheels 
collective experiences. These are to be aligned with Sport New Zealand ‘Balance is Better’ philosophy. 

Medium Coaches are supported with coach 
development and education to learn about 
skill development as part of the Sport NZ 
skill development principles 

Trail team, Regional Lead, SW, Sport NZ Operational RL 

D=DOC; C=Council; I=Iwi; CG=Community Group; SW=Sport 
Waikato; RL=Regional Lead resource; B=Business; 
WRC=Waikato Regional Council; DHC= Destination Hauraki 
Coromandel ( Regional Tourism Organisation)

Strategic Game Plan 
Initiative Recommended Actions Priority Outcome measurement Suggested Stakeholder Collaborative Input Estimated Resource   

(Human, Capex, Opex)

PUTTING  
HAURAKI- 
COROMANDEL 
ON THE MAP

This framework has been developed to provide regional-level 
suggestions for Hauraki-Coromandel to become a nationally-
significant mountain bike destination. The approach is to 
gather input from all stakeholders and develop an aligned 
approach to the next steps. These actions are by no means 
exhaustive and are a basis for collaborative korero to begin. Key 
actions to enable successful outcomes are to: 

• Create a Trails Master Plan for the region

• Create a dedicated mobile, regional trail-building team and associated capacity and capability

• Ensure that 10 per cent of trail users contribute to conservation and kaitiakitanga

• Ensure high-quality experiences, where 90 per cent of trail users (locals and visitors) are 
connecting to nature in ways that improve the environment and human well-being

• Ensure that regional off-road trail development is sustainable, collaborative and delivered with 
the pillars of People, Place and Pathway in mind. 

D=DOC; C=Council; I=Iwi; CG=Community Group; SW=Sport 
Waikato; RL=Regional Lead resource; B=Business; 
WRC=Waikato Regional Council; DHC= Destination Hauraki 
Coromandel ( Regional Tourism Organisation)

Strategic Game Plan 
Initiative Recommended Actions Priority Outcome measurement Suggested Stakeholder Collaborative Input Estimated Resource   

(Human, Capex, Opex)
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Improved Co-ordination 
of Trail Planning, 
Development and 
Management

Prepare and implement a Joint Trail Development and Management Plan (to become the working Master Trail Plan) for 
each region, ensuring the key values of Environment, Biodiversity and Culture are considered. Ensuring alignment with 
Iwi Principles, Destination Management Objectives, partnership with DOC and local Councils while embracing community 
engagement.

High Master plan completed, adopted and 
milestones generated

RL, CG, Participating stakeholders - I, DHC, C, SW, DOC, WRC Operational RL in 
collaboration planning 
team 

Pathway Form and adopt the Trails Master Plan as the over-arching guide to the planning, development and management of 
regional trails over the next ten years

High Master plan completed, adopted and 
implemented 

C, Local Community Boards, DHC, DOC, I, WRC, RL, CG

Pathway Adopt the design and development standards herein as a reference guide, in conjunction with other best-practice 
guidelines including the International Mountain Bike Association (IMBA) guidelines for trail construction and relevant 
NZMTB Standards for shared trails

Medium 10% increase in out-of-region trail users as a 
result of high-quality experience 

CG, Trail Team, RL 

Pathway Undertake regular data collection using track monitors, surveys or user interviews regarding use of regional trails and 
other visitation data. The basic purpose is to determine user numbers. Resources permitting, the information should then 
seek details of origin of user, activity undertaken, frequency of use, experience being sought, length of stay, average spend 
and satisfaction level of experience

Medium $750 average spend per participating rider 
(annual) 
Nine or more NPS score for region as a 
cycling destination 

CG, RL Operational RL, Capex 

Pathway Enable a centrally-managed regional membership experience that creates a sustainable revenue stream and 
communication platform

Medium CG, RL Operational RL, Opex

Pathway Facilitate the sharing of knowledge relating to trail planning, construction and management between all land 
management agencies, local government authorities, key user groups and organisations within the region

Medium Trails Collective actively adding value to 
implement change 

CG, RL Operational RL 

Pathway Facilitate the sharing of knowledge relating to trail planning, construction and management between all land 
management agencies, local government authorities, key user groups and other relevant organisations nationally

Long Regional Body 

Pathway Complete regional trail evaluation tool Medium Regional Lead Operational RL 

Pathway Create and build a collaborated regional priortisation matrix to guide investment and project priortisation High RL, C, CG, DOC Operational RL 

Pathway Create a mobile regional trail development team with dedicated human resource, shared captial resource and innovative 
skill development

High 4 FTE dedicated employees with three-year 
employment contracts 

Community Group, Regional Lead, Trail Build Team Operational RL, Trail 
Build Team 

High Hub town trail networks maintenance 
managed via mobile team (Whangamatā, 
Thames, Coromandel, Whitianga) 

Medium Preferred supplier team for new regional 
trail construction 

DOC, TCDC, RL 

Pathway Create and implement capability and capacity within the region with accessible recruitment, training and innovation 
development via supported pathways, apprenticeships and curriculum development - Programme of Trail Building 
Excellence (POTBE)

High Future trail development secured and 
capability retained within the region 
via POTBE (Programme of Trail Building 
Excellence) 

Regional Lead, Community Groups, School Capex RL, Trail Build 
Team, External 
educational provider

Trail Building Training Module and 
certification program created and 
operational 

Co-creation with external educator 

Quantitative amount of high-quality trails 
delivered as complete each year (extra to 
normal trail maintenance) as a direct result 
of the POTBE initaive

Trail Building Assessor Certification Trail Build Team, RL, External Educator 

Trail Building Certification / Workshops Trail Build Team, RL, External Educator 

MTB coaching certification to international 
standard

Trail Build Team, RL, External Educator 

Experience-led Trail 
Development

Explore the feasibility of completing identified Hub Towns 40km within ten-minute trail networks High  Designated Trail Hubs RL, TCDC, DOC, I, WRC Operational RL in 
collaboration planning 
team 

Place Explore the potential and feasibility of completing 400km back-country hero trail experience. The Coromandel Journey of 
Cycle - Haerenga Pahikara

High - 
Medium 

Multi-day Hero Trail RL, TCDC, DOC, I, WRC Operational RL in 
collaboration planning 
team 

Place Facilitate the managed recreation of forestry reserves and ensure the provision of adequate access for the future 
consistent with policy and appropriate authorisation

Medium RL, Forestry, I F, RL 

Place Develop priority trail-head facilities (this may include parking, signage, activity specific facilities and/or toilets, charging 
stations and access) as identified within the Trail Development and Management Plan

Medium  TCDC, DOC, I, WRC, RL C

Place Prepare and implement Thematic Interpretation Strategies for each regional trail to provide guidance for the creation of 
unique and memorable visitor experiences; to provide a point of difference (uniquely Coromandel); to help raise the profile 
of the regional trails and to celebrate our culture and creativity.

Medium - 
Low 

The stories of five historic, iconic sites are 
told and protected

RL, I, DHC DHC, RL 

Place Collaborate with land owners to monitor ongoing impacts of individual trails; to improve management practices over 
the long-term; to improve new construction techniques and materials, with particular attention to sustainability. Create 
innovative trail-building systems unique to the specific nature of our geology and environmental conditions. 

Low Regional lead, Trail Team RL, Trail Build Team 

Place Advocate for future shared pathways as a mandatory connection and for commuting to urban areas in future town and 
regional planning 

Medium Ensure connectivity to hub parks is via 
dedicated safe pathways and aligned with 
urban mobility planning

TCDC, DOC, C

Place Support the further development and promotion of mountain biking as a core experience delivered by the regional hub 
towns in Hauraki Coromandel

High - 
Medium 

TCDC, DOC, DHC RL, DHC

Strategic Game Plan 
Initiative Recommended Actions Priority Outcome measurement Suggested Stakeholder Collaborative Input Estimated Resource   

(Human, Capex, Opex)
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Place Ensure that further development of the existing hubs is of a high standard and provides a diversity of riding experiences 
and associated infrastructure (based on the IMBA trail construction and classification guidelines), and is suitable for all 
levels of competition and riders

Medium  Annual Trail Warrant of Fitness certification Trail Team, Regional Lead Trail Build Team 

Place Investigate the potential to better integrate the MTB hubs, reinforce their combined regional role, while ensuring that each 
offers unique experiences

Medium Regional lead, Trail Team RL, DHC 

Place Expand the opportunities for people with mobility impairments to use regional trails and hub trail parks by enabling 
adaptive mountain-bike trail development 

Medium - 
Low 

Created dedicated adaptive trails and 
facilities as an integral part of trail care

Trail Team, CG, RL Trail Build Team 

Place Develop the trail hub towns event infrastructure to enable world-class event and revenue streams. Support cycling events 
via regional hubs. 

Low Three regional cycling events per year. One 
international event by 2032

C, DHC, Trail Team, RL

Effective and Co-
ordinated Marketing and 
Promotion

Prepare and implement a regional trail marketing and promotion plan (the marketing and promotion plan should align 
with regional brand and thematic interpretation and Destination Hauraki Coromandel management plans and principles)

Medium  15% out-of-region visitors stay longer 
10% visiting other hubs

RL, Community Hubs, DHC RL, DHC 

Place Investigate a trails digital platform for the Hauraki-Coromandel region. The website could include downloadable maps 
and trail notes, with links to services, tours, packages etc, with the capacity to become the resource platform for shared 
knowledge and the central digital space for all cycling experiences. 

Medium - 
Low 

10% increase in annual visitor trail use 
10% increase of shoulder season as a direct 
result of trails 
25% of riders engage with operator support 
(ie shuttles, tours, other services). 

Regional Lead, DHC RL, DHC 

Place Develop a suite of quality images / digital content of the regional  Hub town trails that can be used to promote the 
experiences on offer and, in particular, the point of difference with other trails within the North Island

High 15% out-of-region visitors stay longer 
10% visiting other hubs

RL, Community Hubs, DHC RL, DHC 

People / Place Create an ambassador programme aligned with individual advocates, partners and funders Medium Regional Lead 

Increased Funding and 
Resources

Ensure the implementation of existing completed feasibility plans for regional trails are co-ordinated toward a regional 
outcome. These should facilitate the mechanisms for supporting the requirements for trail planning, development, 
management and ongoing maintenance.

High XX% of completed trail feasibility plans are 
delivered and completed  

Community Hubs, Regional Lead, TCDC, DOC, Community Hubs 

Pathway Seek opportunities for joint resource and funding commitment from partners / stakeholders / other revenue streams High, 
Ongoing 

Regional Lead, TCDC, Governance Committee 

Pathway Consider the mechanism of entity to enable improved access to national and regional government grants Medium RL 

Pathway Assess the opportunities to generate a revenue stream from users of the regional trails consistent with relevant policies 
and management plans.

Medium 15% out-of-region visitors stay longer  
10% visiting other hubs

Community Hubs, RL, DHC, C, DOC

Pathway Maintain the audit of potential regional trails for future reference, and as a planning tool (GIS information may also be 
useful to collect regarding routes). Ensure existing trails are compliant to standards and maintain where needed. 

Ongoing Annual Trail Warrant of Fitness certification Trail Team, Regional Lead Operational RL, Trail 
Build Team 

Pathway Prioritise improving the recruitment, training, and management of the regional trail care team and volunteers associated 
with trail planning, development and maintenance across the region.

High, 
Ongoing 

4 FTE dedicated employees with three-year 
employment contracts 

Future trail development secured and 
capability retained within the region 
via POTBE (Programme of Trail Building 
Excellence) 

Active Iwi engagement in capacity and 
kaitiakitanga knowledge share

Place Biodiversity hygiene control measures to ensure safe trail usage. Ensure terrestrial pest management systems are 
implemented and controlled (such as Kauri dieback) 

High, 
Ongoing 

All exiting trail-team managed tracks are 
compliant with the Kauri Protection Pest 
Management plan (phase 1). Future trail 
creation compliant (phase 2). Resource 
support for non-trail team managed trails 
(phase 3) 

Trail Team, Regional Lead, DOC, WRC, Capex 

Place Progress the commitment to the Hauraki Coromandel sustainability plan: Carbon Free, Waste Free, Predator Free 
initiatives 

High, 
Ongoing 

Environmental champion for each hub; 
sustainability plan for each hub. Metric to 
be advised: emissions / waste / species 
biodiversity 

Trail Team, Regional Lead, Hub Town Community groups Opex 

10% of trail users contribute to conservation 

90% of trail users are connecting with nature 
and heritage in ways that improve their 
well-being
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The Hauraki-Coromandel region has unlimited potential as 
an international cycling destination, limited only by what 
is desired for our future generations. This draft framework 
has been compiled with the input and help of many who are 
grateful to call this place our home. It is with this in mind 
that we would like to see the region developed sustainably, 
thoughtfully and with respect.

It is imperative that key stakeholders are aligned, work 
collaboratively, transparently and with a long-term, 
generational vision. But this does not mean we can sit back and 
wait for things to happen by themselves. Many volunteer hours 
have realised what has been created already in the region and it 
is our opportunity to stand up, pedal forward and create a cycle 
journey worthy of those before us.

Credits:  Photography: @graememurray.com

UNLIMITED 
POTENTIAL

Development of this strategy is made possible by funding from the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment  
under the Tourism Communities: Support, Recovery and Re-set Plan (SRR).


